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As scientists search for new materials to enable devices like solar cells, finding

excellent p-type transparent conductors (‘‘p-type TCs’’) is particularly challenging.

The presence of "forbidden optical transitions" enhances transparency in n-type

TCs, but searches for p-type TCs usually overlook this. Here, optical properties

across �18,000 semiconductors demonstrate forbidden transitions in over half.

Computationally screening this data yields new p-type TC candidates with

forbidden transitions such as BeSiP2 and BAs and inspires future experimental

work to test these predictions.
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PROGRESS AND POTENTIAL

Scientists have been actively

searching for new materials that

are both conductive and highly

transparent to visible light, which

can enable advances in

optoelectronics, solar cells, and

display technologies. However,

finding suitable materials with

excellent transparency and p-type

conductivity (‘‘p-type transparent

conductors,’’ or ‘‘p-type TCs’’) has

proven to be a particular

challenge. Although the best-

performing n-type TCs achieve

transparency partly due to a

special property—the presence of
SUMMARY

Many semiconductors present weak or forbidden transitions at their
fundamental band gaps, inducing a widened region of transparency.
This occurs in high-performing n-type transparent conductors (TCs)
such as Sn-doped In2O3 (ITO); however, thus far, the presence of
forbidden transitions has been neglected in the search for new
p-type TCs. To address this, we first compute high-throughput ab-
sorption spectra across �18,000 semiconductors, showing that
over half exhibit forbidden or weak optical transitions at their
band edges. Next, we demonstrate that compounds with highly
localized band-edge states are more likely to present forbidden
transitions. Lastly, we search this set for p-type and n-type TCs
with forbidden transitions and, by performing defect calculations,
propose unexplored TC candidates such as ambipolar BeSiP2,
p-type wurtzite BAs, and n-type Ba2InGaO5, among others. We
share our dataset and recommend that future screenings for optical
properties consider the impact of forbidden transitions.
forbidden optical transitions at

their band edges—searches for

p-type TCs usually do not account

for this property. Here, the

presence of forbidden transitions

and their impact on optical

properties is explored across tens

of thousands of semiconductors.

From this set, new p-type TC

candidates with forbidden

transitions are identified. This

study paves the way for future

synthesis of predicted TCs, with

the ultimate goal of incorporation

into next-generation energy

technologies.
INTRODUCTION

It is often assumed in semiconductors that a strong absorption onset occurs at the

direct fundamental band gap. This is indeed the case for many materials; however,

some materials have forbidden transitions at their band edges such that the onset of

their absorption edge occurs at higher energies than their direct gap. Four scenarios

of absorption in semiconductors are depicted schematically in Figure 1, following

the optical-type (OT) classification as outlined by Yu and Zunger1 for four hypothet-

ical materials with similar band structures. In OT1, the fundamental band gap EG is

direct and allowed (‘‘da’’); in OT2, EG is direct but forbidden (‘‘df’’); in OT3, EG is in-

direct and the direct gap is allowed (‘‘ia’’); and in OT4, EG is indirect and the direct

gap is forbidden (‘‘if’’).

The presence of forbidden optical transitions can be detrimental in certain applica-

tions (e.g., LEDs, solar cell absorbers); however, for others, it may present a useful

design criteria. In this study, we focus on transparent conductors (TCs)—materials

combining wide optical transparency with high mobility and doping—which require

weak absorption within a given range of wavelengths (usually within the visible) such

that forbidden transitions could be advantageous to increase transparency. In fact,

many of the high-performing, commercially available n-type transparent conducting

oxides (TCOs) have dipole forbidden transitions at their band edges that induce this

behavior. A notable example occurs in the most common TCO, n-type Sn-doped

In2O3 (ITO), with weak absorption in the upper-most 0.8 eV of the valence band

(VB), allowing for an increased transparency in addition to the increase from the
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Burstein-Moss effect.3 Other wide-gap oxide materials with reported forbidden

transitions include SnO2 and F-doped SnO2 (FTO)4,5; spinels SnZn2O4, SnCd2O4,

and CdIn2O4
6; Tl2O3

7; and TiO2.
8 Additionally, dipole-forbidden transitions have

been reported in Cu-based p-type TCs including delafossites CuAlO2, CuGaO2,

and CuInO2, as well as cuprite Cu2O.9

Meanwhile, it is of considerable interest to identify new high-performing p-type TC

for applications in photovoltaics and beyond. Over the past decade, high-

throughput screening studies have proposed several n-type or p-type TC candidates

such as ZnSb2O6, ZrOS, BP, Ba2BiTaO6, and CaTe.10–14 Experimental confirmation

of promising properties has been demonstrated in some of those computationally

identified materials such as the p-type Ba2BiTaO6 and the n-type ZnSb2O6,
12,15

but still, no predicted p-type TC has experimentally confirmed properties on par

with n-type ITO. Most high-throughput screenings for TCs to date assume a wide

electronic band gap or a direct band gap as a proxy for transparency.10,13,16–19

This assumption does not consider whether associated optical transitions are actu-

ally allowed or whether they are strong and thus overlook materials with a small

fundamental band gap but a wide absorption edge, which could enable optical

transparency. We note that several screenings for solar absorbers have explicitly

considered forbidden transitions,1,20,21 excluding materials with forbidden edges

to design for a sharp absorption onset; in contrast, a screening for TCs would include

such materials.

Therefore, in this work, we leverage forbidden optical transitions at band edges

(referred to hereafter as simply ‘‘forbidden transitions’’) to improve high-throughput

searches for TCs. First, we benchmark and compute optical absorption edges for

�18,000 inorganic compounds in the Materials Project (MP) database and classify

OTs across the MP to assess whether fundamental gaps are optically allowed or

forbidden. We show that over half of the selected semiconductors in the MP exhibit

a weak absorption edge and that, in special cases involving transitions between

localized states, the presence of forbidden transitions can be explained by orbital

character. With these data, we introduce a series of high-throughput descriptors

for p-type TCs to estimate the direct allowed band gap (often referred to in the liter-

ature as the ‘‘optical gap’’), the absorption edge onset, and the average absorption

spectra in the visible spectrum. Using these descriptors, we perform a high-

throughput screening (as outlined in Figure 2) for promising p-type and n-type

TCs with disperse band edges that may be transparent in the visible regime. Such

compounds have low fundamental band gaps and therefore may have previously

been overlooked. To assess dopability and mobility for materials with good

computed optical properties, we perform defect formation energy calculations

and compute transport properties for the most promising candidates. We highlight

some ambipolar TC candidates including BeSiP2, p-type TC candidates including

wurtzite BAs, and n-type TC candidates including barium indium gallium oxide

(Ba2InGaO5) and share our data for further exploration.
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RESULTS

Forbidden or weak transitions are common

As a result of the pre-screening, we obtain a dataset of�18,000 semiconductor com-

pounds for which optical absorption spectra and descriptors are assembled. Statis-

tics and corresponding descriptors are summarized in Figure 3, grouped by OT. We

first assess the distribution of OTs and forbidden optical transitions across the set. To

our knowledge, this has not been assessed across known semiconductor materials
3022 Matter 6, 3021–3039, September 6, 2023
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Figure 1. Band diagram and absorption schematics for semiconductors

(A and B) (A) Band schematics and (B) cartoon of the resulting absorption spectra of the four optical types (OTs) in semiconductor materials. Band

schematics on the left are inspired by Yu and Zunger.1 The gray regions in OT2 and OT4 correspond to the forbidden region where transitions do not

occur. ‘‘Fund. gap’’ stands for fundamental electronic band gap, and ‘‘dir. gap’’ stands for direct band gap. The absorption schematic in (B) is intended

as one possible configuration for hypothetical simplified materials but is derived from data from this study (see supplemental information); in real

materials, features of the absorption spectra ultimately depend on multiple material properties. For schematic purposes, absorption spectra of indirect

materials (OT3 and OT4) are broadened for a <104 cm�3 to reflect features due to phonon absorption2; however, phonon absorption is not computed in

this study’s high-throughput workflow.
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except for the several hundred from Fabini et al.21 Figure 3A plots a histogram of the

descriptor ‘‘forbidden energy difference’’ Dd, defined as

Dd = Eda
G � Ed

G; (Equation 1)

where the direct allowed band gap, Eda
G , is defined as the energy at which dipole

transition matrix elements become significant (adopting what constitutes as ‘‘signif-

icant’’ from the literature21; see supplemental information). Here, properties from

Purdue-Berke-Ernzerhof (PBE) calculations are reported. We demonstrate that

nearly 50% of compounds have forbidden transitions (i.e., Dd > 0 eV) at the band

edges. A strong impact from forbidden compounds is observed in a large subset

of compounds show a strong impact: �18% with Dd > 0.2 eV and 7% with Dd >

0.5 eV. It is observed that OT3 (indirect gap, allowed direct transition) is the most

common OT, followed closely by OT4 (indirect fundamental gap, forbidden direct

transition).

Figure 3B reports the distribution of the ‘‘edge energy difference’’ Dd
edge, defined as

Dd
edge = Eedge � Ed

G; (Equation 2)

where the absorption edge energy ðEedgeÞ is defined as the energy at which the in-

dependent-particle approximation (IPA) absorption coefficient (computed with PBE)

exceeds 104 cm�1 (see supplemental information). Some materials may have transi-

tions at the band edges that are ‘‘allowed’’ but are only weakly absorbing; in these

cases, Eedge can provide a better metric than Eda
G for where the strong edge onset

actually occurs. For example, in In2O3 (dashed lines), our computed Dd
edge of 0.68

eV corresponds better to the literature-reported Dd than our computed PBE Dd of

0.22 eV. Third, in Figure 3C, we plot the distribution of the average absorption co-

efficient in the visible regime, avis, defined as

avis =

Z nmax
vis

nmin
vis

aðhnÞ; (Equation 3)
Matter 6, 3021–3039, September 6, 2023 3023



Figure 2. Screening method for TCs with forbidden transitions

The screening method for TCs pursued in this article, focusing on compounds from the MP

database with forbidden optical transitions. The targeted property is listed in the screen, and the

descriptor and cutoff value are given on the right-hand side. Descriptors with multiple options

listed indicate that one or more of the criteria must be met (e.g., Dd > 0.2 eV or Dd
edge > 0.2 eV).

Descriptors are computed with both PBE (for screen 1) and HSE06 (for screen 2) functionals and are

described in more detail in the article.
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i.e., the integral of the absorption spectra across the visible regime. Since the PBE

Kohn-Sham gap underestimates the fundamental band gap, we define the limits

of the integral for PBE calculations using an empirical gap correction from Morales

et al. (see supplemental information).22 It is observed that in more than 50% of com-

pounds, avis is less than that of In2O3. Of interest to this study is the set of com-

pounds with a significantly widened absorption edge due to forbidden transitions

and correspondingly low absorption coefficients. In particular, we are interested in

materials in which forbidden transitions raise the absorption edge outside of the

visible spectrum and lead to optical transparency. However, we note that this data-

set may be valuable for other investigations as well.

Underlying chemical trends

Forbidden and weak optical transitions in semiconductors can arise from a variety of

physical, structural, and chemical phenomena. Inversion symmetry at the band

extrema can induce parity forbidden dipole transitions,23 and a series of selection

rules determine whether transitions can occur between states of different irreducible

representation. Parity-forbidden transitions are invoked, e.g., for In2O3, among

other materials, to explain in part why experimental optical band gaps exceed the

fundamental gap. According to Fermi’s golden rule, if symmetry allows, transitions

between localized states composed of similar chemical orbitals (i.e., with significant
3024 Matter 6, 3021–3039, September 6, 2023



Figure 3. Statistic distribution of optical screening descriptors

(A–C) (Left) Schematics highlighting new optical screening descriptors: (A) ‘‘forbidden energy difference’’ (Dd), (B) edge energy difference (Dd
edge), and

(C) average absorption in the visible regime (avis). (Right) Histograms of these three optical descriptors are reported across the set of 18,000

semiconductors. Corresponding values for In2O3, the best performing n-type TC, are denoted for reference.

(D) OT distribution, showing over half of this set has a forbidden direct optical transition, 18% exhibit Dd >0.2 eV, and 7% exhibit Dd >0.5 eV.
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Cjijr jjfD, which scales with orbital overlap CjijjfD) have weak dipole transition

matrix elements.23 However, due to the delocalized nature of wavefunctions in

solids, understanding the mechanisms behind forbidden and allowed transitions

is less straightforward in semiconductors than in molecules with discrete, localized

states.

Here, we explore whether the nature of forbidden transitions between the direct

band edges can be correlated with two simple orbital-based descriptors, described

in Figure 4.

(1) ‘‘Inverse participation ratio’’ of the direct VB maximum (VBM) and conduc-

tion band minimum (CBM) states, tdIPR: we consider the inverse participation ratio

(IPR) across all compounds as a proxy for localization of states at the band edges

(a high IPR indicates strong localization).24–27 As shown in Figure 4A, ‘‘D’’ indi-

cates a delocalized state and ‘‘L’’ indicates a localized state, and values of

descriptor tdIPR are assigned as shown in the call-out circle (e.g., tdIPR = ‘‘L/ L’’ in-

dicates a transition from a strongly localized VBM to a strongly localized CBM).
Matter 6, 3021–3039, September 6, 2023 3025



Figure 4. Statistical distribution of oribital descriptors

(A and B) A schematic of band-edge orbital descriptors and violin plots correlating each descriptor to the forbidden transitions dataset for (A) tdIPR, the

transition localization at the VBM and CBM from the inverse participation ratio (IPR), and (B) Ssd, the orbital similarity of the VBM and CBM states at Ed
G.

In (A), ‘‘D’’ indicates a delocalized state, and ‘‘L’’ indicates a localized state, and the scenario in which there are transitions from a highly localized state at

the VBM to another highly localized state at the CBM (L/ L) is highlighted. In (B), only compounds with L/ L are plotted, and the violin plot shows the

distribution of Ssd across different OTs (note that OT2 and OT4 indicate forbidden transitions, i.e., Dd > 0 eV) In both violin plots, mean values of each

distribution are reported with dashed black lines.
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(2) ‘‘Orbital similarity’’ of the direct VBM and CBM states, sd: for each com-

pound, we consider the dominant contributors to the density of states at the

direct VBM and CBM, sðl;mÞd (l is the angular momentum quantum number s,

p, d, or f for each element, and m is magnetic quantum number; see supple-

mental information for details). With these data, we compute a descriptor sd

(i.e., Cjijr jjfD) to describe the similarity of CB-edge and VB-edge orbital contribu-

tions. This is depicted in the call-out circle in Figure 4B as

sd =
X
l;m

sðl;mÞdVBMsðl;mÞdCBM (Equation 4)

We will refer to this descriptor as ‘‘orbital similarity’’ in this article.

Basic trends between these descriptors and the forbidden nature of the gap are

summarized in Figure 4. In the violin plot in Figure 4A, it is shown that in com-

pounds in which states at both band edges are delocalized (D / D), the forbidden

energy difference (Dd) is low, with a mean close to zero. In compounds where at

least one band edge is delocalized (D / L and L / D), the average Dd increases

slightly. However, compounds where both edges are highly localized (L / L) are

significantly more likely to have wide forbidden transitions; the average Dd across

such compounds is �0.5 eV, and quartiles range from 0.1 to 0.6 eV. Therefore,

transitions between two highly localized states are likely to lead to a forbidden

transition.

To inspect cases with localized transitions in more detail, we compute the orbital

similarity sd for the L / L subset from Figure 4A and report the distribution of sd

across the four OTs in the violin plot in Figure 4B. It is observed that, systemati-

cally, compounds with allowed edges (OT1 and OT3) have significantly decreased

orbital similarity than compounds with forbidden edges (OT2 and OT4). This is

consistent with Fermi’s golden rule: low transition dipole matrix elements (i.e.,

forbidden or weak transitions) should occur between localized states with similar
3026 Matter 6, 3021–3039, September 6, 2023
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orbital contributions. We note that a weaker trend occurs when sd is plotted across

all compounds (see supplemental information), mostly likely because the selection

rules from Fermi’s golden rule break down in transitions between delocalized

states.

Therefore, in cases with highly localized band edges, sd is a useful predictor for the

origin of forbidden transitions. However, these L / L cases are only a small subset

(�10%) of compounds in which we observe forbidden transitions. There are likely

other factors that contribute, for example, due to the delocalized or hybridized na-

ture of edge states. Ultimately, due to the relatively cheap computational cost of

high-throughput IPA calculations and the variety of mechanisms contributing to op-

tical transition matrix elements, we recommend further density functional theory

(DFT) calculations at this stage to determine whether transitions are allowed or

forbidden.
Screening for TCs with forbidden transitions

Using this dataset, we perform a high-throughput screening for TCs with forbidden

optical transitions at the band edges, which may have been excluded from previous

screenings. We assess candidates for both p-type and n-type TCs. Our basic

screening methodology is depicted in Figure 2A. We note that the pre-screening

steps restrict compounds to those with Ehull < 0.1 eV/atom as a proxy for stability

and to those with 12 or fewer symmetrically equivalent sites to allow for subsequent

hybrid and defect calculations.

Screen 1: High-throughput absorption calculations

In screen 1, we filter compounds based on high-throughput PBE optical absorption

calculations and corresponding effective masses at the band edges, as shown in the

red-colored screening steps of Figure 2A. Rather than considering the fundamental

band gap (EG) or the direct band gap (Ed
G), as done in previous screenings for p-type

TCs,10–14,16–19 materials are filtered by either their direct allowed gap (Eda
G ), the

onset of the absorption edge (Eedge), or the average absorption coefficient in the

visible regime (avis). Schematics of these descriptors are depicted in Figure 2B.

We also prioritize compounds with large Dd or Dd
edge, which indicate whether there

is a strong presence of optically forbidden transitions at the band edges that could

lead to a widening of the absorption edge.

In Figures 5A and 5B, the hole and electron effective mass (m�
h andm�

e, respectively)

are plotted as a function of a PBE energy edge descriptor, either Eda
G or Eedge, de-

pending on which value is higher. Effective masses represents the dispersion of

the VB edge ðm�
hÞ or CB edge ðm�

eÞ states and are inversely proportional to hole or

electron mobility. For the n-type TC screening, we restrict m�
e to less than 1; howev-

er, this tolerance is loosened to m�
h < 2 for the p-type TC screening to reflect the

much smaller distribution of low m�
h than low m�

e across materials.10,28 We restrict

our energy screen to compounds with the PBE energy edge descriptor within the

range of 1.5–3.2 eV. Note that for transparency in the visible regime, absorption

edges greater than 3 eV are desirable; however, PBE can underestimate the

band gap by a factor of �1–2 (depending on chemistry and structure).29 Hence,

the cutoff is reduced by a factor of two. We also include compounds in which the

average absorption coefficient avis is less than that of reference compound In2O3

(2.73 103 cm�1 using the PBE functional). In this case, even if a material’s absorption

edge occurs below 1.5 eV, if its total absorption is low enough, then we still include it

in the screen.
Matter 6, 3021–3039, September 6, 2023 3027



Figure 5. Screening outputs from screen 1 and screen 2

Computed effective mass (m�) as a function of either Eda
G or Eedge, depending on which value is higher, to reflect the screening procedure

(A and B) Screen 1 outputs use a PBE functional and energy cutoff of 1.5 eV to reflect PBE’s underestimation of energy gap, for (A) plausible p-type TC

candidates (focusing on m�
h < 2) and (B) plausible n-type TC candidates (focusing on m�

e < 1).

(C and D) Screen 2 outputs use an HSE functional and energy cutoff of 2.8 eV for (C) p-type TC candidates (focusing onm�
h < 2) and (D) plausible n-type TC

candidates (focusing on m�
e < 1). Marker color denotes whether compounds would have been included (blue) or excluded (red) from a conventional

screening in which the allowed or forbidden nature of the direct gap is not considered. Candidates emerging from screen 3 are highlighted in (C) and (D).
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Figures 5A and 5B plot candidates emerging from screen 1. Pink-colored markers

correspond to compounds with large forbidden transitions that would have likely

been excluded from previous screens: 579 disperse VB compounds (plausible

p-type TCs) and 790 disperse CB compounds (plausible n-type TCs). In total,

this amounts to 854 compounds, as most low m�
h materials also exhibit low m�

e.

Gray-colored markers correspond to other materials within this range with small or

no Dd, and these amount to 5,209 compounds.

Screen 2: Medium-throughput HSE calculations

In screen 2, band-gap refinement calculations are applied to the outputs of screen 1

to better approximate the direct allowed gap and the absorption coefficient. This
3028 Matter 6, 3021–3039, September 6, 2023
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approach assumes that the PBE forbidden energy difference Dd is a sufficient

proxy for the difference between HSE Ed
G and HSE Eda

G ; however, this has not been

benchmarked to our knowledge, and Dd may scale differently depending on the

functional. Using these HSE-shifted energies and spectra, compounds are filtered

that fulfill at least one of three criteria as proxies for transparency, as shown in Fig-

ure 2: Eda
G R2:8 eV, Eedge R2:8 eV, or avis less than that of ITO (2.73 103 cm�1). Out-

puts are reported in Figures 5C and 5D, yielding 184 previously excluded p-type TC

candidates and 243 previously excluded n-type TC candidates.

At this stage, the branchpoint energy (BPE) ratio sBPE is also computed as a guideline

for whether dopability may be possible. Specifically, BPE energies that lie in the upper

quartile of the band gap near the CBM (i.e., sBPE > 0.75) have been shown to correlate

with unlikely p-type dopability, whereas BPE energies that lie in the lower quartile of

the band gap near the VBM (i.e., sBPE < 0.25) have been shown to correlate negatively

with n-type dopability.28 Therefore, we restrict defect calculations in screen 3 to com-

pounds with sBPE <0.75 for p-type candidates and with sBPE >0.25 for n-type candi-

dates. Most compounds have mid-gap BPEs and so are not excluded from either

set. We emphasize that this metric is a guideline that has been demonstrated to corre-

late with dopability, not to predict it, so screens based on BPE should be used with

caution.28We have applied BPE to reduce our large dataset to a smaller, computation-

ally tractable subset for lower-throughput screen 3 calculations; however, we acknowl-

edge that we may have screened out false negatives during this step.

Screen 3: Low-throughput defect and mobility calculations

In the final screening step, PBE defect formation energy calculations are performed

(with HSE VBM and CBM corrections30) to assess accessible intrinsic carrier concen-

trations on �100 of the most interesting TC candidates to emerge from screen 2.

Many of these compounds have unstable defects (formation energy of the lowest en-

ergy defect is less than 0 eV across all Fermi energies) or intrinsic pinning defects

such that they are likely not highly dopable (some may be extrinsically dopable,

although this has not been investigated here). We identify a subset of compounds

with promising dopability, summarized in Table 1 and Figure 6.We will refer to these

materials herein as ‘‘candidates,’’ as each has shown the potential for dopability, but

true dopability remains to be confirmed using higher levels of theory and, for

instance, hybrid functionals.

First, our predicted p-type dopable TC candidates include BeSiP2, KSe, Zr2SN2, BAs

(metastable polymorph with space group P63mc), Au2S, and AuCl. All except BAs

are on the convex hull and have been synthesized as bulk materials, while the latter

two, Au2S and AuCl, have been synthesized as thin films. Au2S is a known p-type semi-

conductor,32 and the dopability of AuCl is unknown. BAs is a metastable polymorph

with space group P63mc (its stable cubic polymorph has had recent attention due to

its high thermal conductivity,33,34 and it exhibits p-type conductivity35). Compounds

KAlTe2, Cd3ðBO3Þ2, ScIO, and KCuO are potentially p-type dopable within a smaller

window of tolerance. It is noted that previous defect calculations of ScIO suggested

pinning near the VBM,36,37 while KCuO has been proposed previously using the

hydrogen descriptor, but defects were not computed. A few p-type candidates appear

also n-type dopable at various conditions—BeSiP2, Zr2SN2, and KSe (at K2Se-KSe; see

supplemental information)—and therefore may be ambipolar dopable semiconduc-

tors; however, in each case, this remains to be confirmed experimentally. We highlight

the variety of non-oxide chemistries emerging here; typically forbidden transitions have

been studied in oxides, but we demonstrate the importance of looking beyond oxides.

In the chalcogenides reported here, p-type dopability is limited by anion vacancies.
Matter 6, 3021–3039, September 6, 2023 3029



Table 1. Most promising predicted TC compounds with forbidden optical transitions (see columns Dd and Dd
edge), and a summary of their computed

optical and electronic properties

Material ID
(mpid) Formula

Space
group

Ehull

(eV/at.)a
EG

(eV)a
EG

(eV)b
Ed
G

(eV)b
Eda
G

(eV)c
Eedge

(eV)c
Dd

(eV)a
Dd
edge

(eV)c
avis

(cm�1)c m�
e
a m�

h
a

Doping
(defects)a

No. ICSD
entries

mp-1009085 BeSiP2 I42d 0.000 1.15 1.84 1.84 3.04 2.78 1.20 0.94 7:13 103 0.35 0.47 p and n 2

mp-9268 KSe P62m 0.000 0.72 1.66 2.14 2.14 3.31 0.00 1.17 4:83 103 0.33 1.73 p and n 1

mp-11583 Zr2SN2 P63=mmc 0.000 0.56 1.45 2.65 3.06 2.76 0.41 0.24 8:33 103 0.41 0.44 p and n 1

mp-984718 BAs P63mc 0.090 1.15 1.82 2.72 3.23 3.05 0.51 0.32 4:63 103 0.28 0.38 p-type 0

mp-947 Au2S Pn3m 0.000 1.91 3.00 3.00 3.30 3.14 0.30 0.13 3:43 103 0.42 1.55 p-type 2

mp-32780 AuCl I41=amd 0.000 1.93 3.04 3.04 3.26 3.39 0.23 0.35 1:93 103 1.13 0.91 p-type 2

mp-1072104 GeO2 Pnnm 0.006 1.40 3.23 3.23 3.38 4.02 0.15 0.79 2:23 102 0.19 1.62 n-type 6

mp-1224786 GaSbO4 Cmmm 0.000 0.80 2.47 2.47 2.83 3.34 0.36 0.87 7:73 102 0.16 1.45 n-type 0

mp-16293 KSbO3 Fd3m 0.045 1.12 2.58 2.89 3.35 3.32 0.46 0.43 1:03 103 0.24 0.34 n-type 1

mp-1106089 Ba2InGaO5 Ima2 0.000 1.42 2.68 2.69 3.27 3.39 0.59 0.71 1:13 103 0.22 0.77 n-type 1

mp-1029868 Sr5ðSiN3Þ2 C12=c1 0.000 1.41 2.43 2.59 2.90 3.02 0.31 0.43 3:73 103 0.34 1.20 n-type 0

mp-856 SnO2 P42=mnm 0.000 0.66 2.33 2.33 3.06 3.20 0.74 0.87 1:03 103 0.14 1.56 n (ref.) 42

mp-22598 In2O3 Ia3 0.000 0.93 2.34 2.34 2.56 3.02 0.22 0.68 2:73 103 0.13 6.44 n (ref.) 18

ref., reference. See the supplemental information for full table.
aPBE calculations.
bHSE06 calculations.
cPBE calculations with HSE06 gap correction.
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Compounds in which defects suggest candidate n-type TCs include rutile GeO2,

GaSbO4, KSbO3, Ba2InGaO5, and Sr5ðSiN3Þ2 (as well as ambipolar candidates

BeSiP2, KSe, and Zr2SN2), while Rb2SnBr6, SrðYS2Þ2, and GaBiO3 are potentially

n-type dopable within a smaller window of tolerance (see supplemental information).

Many of these outputs corroborate literature findings. Notably, the two highest-

performing, commercially available n-type TCs—In2O3 and SnO2—emerge from the

screening at this stage; both have Dd > 0 eV, and we also include them in Table 1 for

reference. This is important, as the use of screening parameters from previous studies

would have filtered out the best TCs, likely due to their low PBE band gaps (0.66 and

0.93 eV, respectively) and the presence of forbidden transition states at the band

edges.28 Rutile GeO2 has been recently studied as an ultra-wide-band-gap material

and has been shown to be experimentally ambipolar dopable,38,39 whileGeO2-derived

germanates (e.g., SrGeO3) have been explored as n-type TCOs.40 Sb-based GaSbO4

has been explored preliminarily as an n-type TCO.41 Perovskite Rb2SnBr6 has been

recently confirmed experimentally as n-type but has not yet been studied as a TC,42

while SrY2S4 has been grown as a thin film but carrier concentration has not been re-

ported. To our knowledge Ba2GaInO5 has been grown in bulk, but not thin-film,

form43 (a similar compound, brownmillerite Ba2In2O5, has shown both n-type and

p-type doping and ionic conductivity44). All oxides in our set are in the main group,

corroborating literature consensus on conditions for low effective mass in TCOs11;

we report several non-oxides here, but in each case, m�
e is not as high as in oxides.

To assess charge transport, the mobilities of a few representative candidates are

computed using the amset package.45 As shown in Figure 7, of these compounds,

high hole computed mobilities mh (greater than 10 cm2V-1s-1. at 300 K at both mod-

erate and degenerate dopings) are exhibited in BeSiP2, BAs, and Au2S, with the

former two exhibiting mh > 100 cm2V-1s-1 BeSiP2 also has a computed electron

mobility (me) higher than that of the standards of In2O3 and SnO2, as shown in the

supplemental information. Computed mobilities incorporate polar optical phonon,

ionized impurity, and acoustic deformation potential scattering modes. These calcu-

lations can be interpreted as an upper limit for scattering in high-quality thin films;

we do not assess grain-boundary scattering, which is common in thin films.
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Figure 6. Defect formation energy calculations of top TC screening candidates

(A–I) PBE defect formation energy diagrams for a representative set of (A–C) candidate ambipolar dopable TCs, (D–F) candidate p-type TCs, and (G–I)

candidate n-type TCs. Computed chemical potential condition is reported below the compound name and above each subplot, and for each compound

only a single representative condition is plotted (see supplemental information for other conditions). The KSe diagram plotted here is for K2Se3-KSe and

depicts p-type dopability, whereas n-type dopability is computed at a different chemical potential condition (K2Se-KSe; see supplemental information).

We highlight that these are PBE defect calculations (with an HSE band edge ‘‘correction’’30). Doping for BeSiP2 and BAs has been confirmed by higher

levels of theory (HSE06) and structural relaxations to account for defect-induced distortions31 (see supplemental information), but the other compounds

in this plot await confirmation of dopability.
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To confirm dopability in the two most promising p-type TCs to emerge from

the screening—BeSiP2 and BAs—hybrid defect calculations are performed, as

summarized in the supplemental information. These calculations corroborate the

PBE defect calculations, suggesting (1) ambipolar dopability in BeSiP2, limited by
Matter 6, 3021–3039, September 6, 2023 3031



Figure 7. Computed hole mobility of top TC screening candidates

Hole mobility mh computed with amset code for a representative subset of p-type TC candidates,

as a function of doping concentration nh. See supplemental information for electron mobility

calculations.
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phosphorus vacancies (VP) for p-type doping and beryllium vacancies (VBe) for n-type

doping, and (2) p-type dopability BAs, limited by boron vacancies (VB).

Identification of candidate TCs with forbidden transitions

Here, we summarize the optical and electronic properties of themost promising can-

didates to emerge from GGA defect calculations, as reported in Table 1, and high-

light a few examples. Each emerging compound has a GGA gap EG below 2 eV, but

either an HSE-corrected Eda
G or Eedge greater than 3 eV due to the presence of

forbidden transitions or a high Dd
edge. Au2S, AuCl, and GeO2 have HSE gaps EG

greater than 3 eV and so may have emerged from previous screenings but are

included here due to their forbidden transitions; KSe does not have forbidden tran-

sitions, but Dd
edge is greater than 1 eV, so it is included as well. Compounds in which

avis is less than that of In2O3 and likely exhibit a high degree of transparency are

GeO2, AuCl, KSbO3, and Ba2InGaO5. The former has been investigated in depth,

but the latter three would be particularly interesting candidates for follow-up

studies.

In Figure 8, we highlight (Figures 8A–8Cc) crystal structure and (Figures 8D–DL) op-

tical properties for candidates chalcopyrite BeSiP2 and wurtzite BAs, selected as

representative materials since charge transport and hybrid defect calculations

have confirmed p-type dopability and mobility, as well as predicted brownmillerite

Ba2InGaO5 as an n-type TC example. The electronic band-structure diagrams of

BeSiP2 (Figure 8D), BAs (Figure 8E), and Ba2InGaO5 (Figure 8F) demonstrate that

the direct allowed gap Eda
G (pink arrow) is larger than Ed

G (black arrow) and that the

band extrema at G are very disperse, which leads to low effective masses and high

mobilities. The gray shading depicts regions in which optical transitions are

forbidden. For example, in Ba2InGaO5 (Figure 8F), transitions between the upper
3032 Matter 6, 3021–3039, September 6, 2023



Figure 8. Structural and optical properties of top TC screening candidates

(A–L) (A–C) Crystal structure, (D–F) HSE-corrected electronic band diagram, (G–I) computed absorption coefficient, and (J–L) computed transmittance

for three representative candidates from our screening with forbidden optical transitions: ambipolar-dopable BeSiP2, p-type dopable BAs, and n-type

dopable Ba2InGaO5. HSE direct and direct allowed gaps Ed
G and Eda

G are denoted with black and pink lines, respectively, and in (D)–(F), gray shading

indicates the region in which optical transitions are forbidden between the VB and CB states. Rainbow shading in (J)–(L) corresponds the visible

spectrum (‘‘vis.’’), and line color is the thickness of a simulated thin film (assuming negligible reflectance).
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two VBs along the G-X, G-Y, and G-Z paths, as well as the L-T-W path, are forbidden.

Thus, the third-highest VB is the highest VB at which transitions between the CBM

are allowed, and Eda;HSE
G occurs at the G point at approximately �0.6 eV. These ex-

amples demonstrate three different scenarios in which forbidden transitions can

occur. In Ba2InGaO5 the Eda
G and Ed

G occur at the same k-point ðGÞ, and states are

forbidden at the VBM; in BAs, the Eda
G and Ed

G occur at the same k-point ðGÞ, and
states are forbidden at the CBM, while in BeSiP2, Eda

G occurs at a different k-point

(Z) than Ed
G ðGÞ, and states are forbidden both at the VBM and the CBM.
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Panels (Figures 8G–8I) show HSE-corrected absorption coefficient as a function of

photon energy, with the edge energy difference Eedge denoted. In each examplema-

terial, the Eedge is within a few tens of meV of the Eda
G , although in other candidates,

this is not necessarily the case (see Table 1, e.g., In2O3). Importantly, in both cases,

Eedge is at the violet edge of the visible spectrum, which indicates a likelihood of

transparency in the visible. Figures 8J and 8K) report transmittance from the Beer-

Lambert law (see supplemental information), and the color of the trace corresponds

to the thickness of a thin film. As expected, thinner films are more transparent; how-

ever, the decrease in transparency as thickness increases is material dependent. For

example, although both BeSiP2 and Ba2InGaO5 have >99% transmittance for 10-nm-

thick films, 1-mm-thick films of Ba2InGaO5 have a Tvis of�75%, while Tvis drops to less

than 50% in BeSiP2. However, although BeSiP2 has >99% transmittance for 10-nm-

thick films, Tvis drops to less than 50% in 1-mm-thick films. Therefore, this metric is

important when selecting materials for real device applications.
DISCUSSION

Synthesis considerations

So far, we have used simulations to predict properties; the next step for the TC

community is to synthesize these materials as thin films and assess their properties

experimentally. The final column of Table 1 reports the number of experimental

ICSD database entries, showing that all but three (BAs, Sr5ðSiN3Þ2, GaSbO4) have

been previously synthesized (although GaSbO4 has been recently reported41). How-

ever, in many compounds with ICSD entries, thin films have not yet been grown nor

characterized, and dopabilty has not been assessed experimentally (e.g., BeSiP2,

KSe, Ba2InGaO5, Zr2SN2, etc.).

Some of our candidates have known synthesis challenges, in particular since thin-film

synthesis is often at non-equilibrium conditions and presents other difficulties. In

perovskite oxides KSbO3 and GaBiO3, low m�
e has been highlighted,11 but phase-

pure thin-film synthesis has proven challenging, so doping remains to be

confirmed.46 Non-oxide chalcogenides yield particular synthesis barriers due to

moisture- or air-induced decomposition: for example, KSe has not been synthesized

as a thin film to our knowledge. For candidates that do not have ICSD entries or

recent experimental reports, synthesis may have been attempted but was not suc-

cessful for various reasons. Wurtzite BAs has been challenging to crystallize and

has not yet been synthesized as a thin film to our knowledge; it is similar in chemistry

to zinc blende BP, which was predicted computationally as a p-type TC19 and has

since been synthesized as a thin film.47

We acknowledge that some of these candidates are also likely not practical or safe to

scale up into device applications. In particular, Be and Be-containing compounds are

toxic to humans and the environment,48 so although BeSiP2 has been synthesized, it

is most likely not a practical TC material. However, since this compound has a com-

mon chalcopyrite crystal structure with a small unit cell, its combination of large

forbidden transitions and a disperse VB is demonstrative and could inspire design

criteria of other p-type TCs (see Figure 8).
Challenges and open questions

From the set of 18,000 materials with absorption calculations, we have proposed a

set of TC candidates with forbidden optical transitions at their band edges and with

plausible dopability and high mobility. There is a general correlation across all semi-

conductors that as the fundamental electronic gap increases, doping becomes more
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challenging, and band edges become less disperse.49,50 Previous searches for

p-type TCs have endeavored to identify cases in which a single state at the VBM is

both disperse over k-space and facilitates transitions that lead to a wide gap. In

contrast, by decoupling these two parameters such that allowed transitions do not

need to occur at the band edge, our metric could enable better electronic properties

while the optical gap is widened.

One challenge with this design metric is that localized band edges, which we have

shown to correlate with forbidden transitions, tend to lead to higher effectivemasses

and therefore lower mobilities. However, we have demonstrated that �90% of ma-

terials with forbidden transitions have at least one delocalized band edge. Notably,

in all of the proposed low effective mass TC candidates in Table 1 with Dd >0 eV,

including the most promising candidates BeSiP2 and wurtzite BAs, forbidden transi-

tions at the band edges occur between two delocalized states (D /D) rather than

between localized states (see supplemental information). Therefore, in our TC can-

didates and in the majority of our identified semiconductors with forbidden transi-

tions, the origin of the forbidden nature has not yet been identified and remains

an open question.

The absorption spectra we have computed are first-order, high-throughput approx-

imations, and therefore interpretation of results must consider their limitations. IPA

calculations account only for interband absorption at a fixed k-point and do not

consider intraband absorption matrix elements, and additional contributions from

indirect transitions are excluded. Our calculations may be sufficient for a first-order

approximation since indirect absorption tends to be weak, but in heavily doped TCs,

strong free-carrier absorption can arise due to intraband transitions.51 We do

not include the effects of electron-hole interactions or spin-orbit coupling, which

may influence the orbital character of the band edges or induce spin-forbidden

transitions.

Off stoichiometries and dopants can also introduce shallow defect levels within the

gap that reduce optical transparency, and absorption from excitons may also

become significant at energies just below the fundamental absorption edge, leading

to a reduction of transparency.51 On the contrary, high doping can lead to the Moss-

Burstein effect and a widening of the gap.52,53 PerhapsMoss-Burstein shifts could be

combined with the widening from forbidden transitions as another route to

designing TCs, though this has not been explored in this study. Additionally, to

maintain a computationally tractable dataset, we have not explored materials with

PBE gaps in the range 0 eV < EG < 0.5 eV, but it is possible that some materials in

this regime may also exhibit large forbidden transitions. Despite these limitations,

our calculations and data have added information and improved design metrics to-

ward furthering the search for novel TCs.

Conclusion

In this study, we have described the absorption edge and OT for �18,000 semicon-

ductors in the MP database, and we have shared these data publicly on the

MPContribs platform. Using a set of descriptors for absorption and orbital character,

we have demonstrated correlations between the presence of forbidden optical tran-

sitions, localized band edges, and orbital similarity. However, a mechanistic expla-

nation of the origin of forbidden transitions across materials with delocalized band

edges remains an open question. From this set of materials, we have screened for

n-type or p-type TCs, and propose a set of candidates with forbidden band-edge

transitions and promising optical and electronic properties such as chalcopyrite
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BeSiP2 and wurtzite BAs. Notably, high-performance TCs such as ITO emerge from

this screening, while they would have been excluded from screenings based on the

fundamental gap alone. Since over half of the set of �18,000 semiconductors have

forbidden optical transitions at their band edges (OT2 or OT4), we recommend that

future high-throughput screenings for optical properties use metrics representative

of absorption spectra rather than band gap alone.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, RachelWoods-Robinson (rwoodsrobinson@berkeley.edu).

Materials availability

No new materials were generated for this study.

Data and code availability

All tabulated properties will be uploaded to the MPContribs platform at https://doi.

org/10.17188/mpcontribs/1996545 and will be available free of charge. All data

needed to evaluate the conclusions in the paper are present in the paper and/or

the supplemental information.

Method details

DFT calculations were performed using the projector augmented wave (PAW)

method54,55 as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP),56,57

first within the PBE GGA formulation of the exchange-correlation functional.58 Cutoff,

convergence, and correction criteria have been benchmarked and are used

throughout the MP infrastructure, as described elsewhere.59,60 m* was computed

from GGA calculations using the BoltzTraP2 package,61 assuming dopings of

1018 cm�3 as described in the supplemental information. The HSE06-screened hybrid

functional62 was used to calculate gap corrections and apply scissor shifts in screen 2.

BPE was computed from GGA calculations with an HSE gap correction; the BPE ratio

range sBPE was computed by varying numbers of VBs ðNVBÞ and numbers of CBs ðNCBÞ
from NVB: NCB = 2:4 to NCB: NCB = 8:4, with details described elsewhere.28 The site-

projected wave function character of orbitals at the band edges were assessed to

compute the IPRs and the orbital similarities (see supplemental information).

Optical absorption coefficients were calculated with VASP using the Independent

Particle Approximation (IPA). Using the IPA, the dielectric matrix elements are calcu-

lated using a k-point reciprocal density of 1,000 Å�3, which we have benchmarked

and optimized for high-throughput screenings of Eedge (for optimization of precision

in the extended absorption spectrum, see Yang et al.63). Cutoff for a transition to be

considered allowed was selected following convention from Fabini et al.21 Details

and calculation parameters for this method are reported in the supplemental

information.

Focusing on compounds that are likely to be synthesizable and are tractable for

further defect calculations, we pre-screen (see Figure 2) the MP database using a se-

ries of filters. We include compounds in which the MP computed GGA fundamental

band gap ðEGÞ is greater than 0.5 eV and the energy above convex hull ðEhullÞ is less
than 0.1 eV/atom.64,65 Large compounds were filtered out with more than 5

elements or more than 12 symmetrically inequivalent sites (see pymatgen.

symmetry.analyzer). Compounds with heavy elements (Z > 82) and f-block
3036 Matter 6, 3021–3039, September 6, 2023
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elements are also filtered out (except for La). GGA absorption spectra of �800 MP

compounds from Fabini et al.’s search for photovoltaic absorber materials are pub-

licly available on MPContribs and are included in our set.21,66

For compounds that emerge from screen 2, defect formation energy calculations are

performed using the pycdt package,.67 Hybrid DFT calculations of defect formation

energies are performed using the CP2K software package and HSE06 func-

tional.62,68,69 Charge-carrier mobility is calculated using the ab initio scattering

and transport package (amset),45 which solves the linearized Boltzmann transport

equation under the constant relaxation time approximation. Details for each of these

methods are described in the supplemental information.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.matt.

2023.06.043.
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